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Descriptive Summary 

Creator: Unknown 

Title: Glass Plate Photograph Prints of Waterbury Collection 

Dates: circa 1890-circa 1905 

Collection Number: M-46 

Quantity: .33 cubic feet (171 photographs) 

Abstract: This small collection contains photographs printed from glass plate negatives. 

While most images are of Waterbury, it is possible that some unlabeled photographs do 

not depict Waterbury. Subjects depicted include: the 1902 fire; groups of people; interiors 

of residences; transportation including horse drawn carriages, trains, and cars. 

Language: English.  

Repository: Max R. Traurig Library and Archive, Mattatuck Museum. Advance notice 

required.  

  

Scope and Content Note: 

 This collection is made up of 41 black and white photographs that are 4x5 inches, 

125 black and white photographs that are 5x7 inches, and 5 black and white photographs 



that are 8x10 inches [5x7 with a black frame around them]. The origin of these 

photographs is undocumented, but they are probably prints from glass plate negatives.  

 The photographs are largely of Waterbury residents, sights, and events. Since 

some are unlabeled, it is possible that other towns in the area are depicted as well. 

Subjects depicted include: the 1902 fire; groups of people; interiors of residences; 

transportation including horse drawn carriages, trains, and cars.  

   

Administrative History: 

Preferred Citation: Glass Plate Photograph Prints of Waterbury Collection. M61. Max R. 

Traurig Library and Archive, Mattatuck Museum. 

Provenance: Unknown origin.  

   

Container List:  This section provides descriptions of the materials found within each 
series. Each series description is followed by a container list, which gives the titles of the 
folders and their locations in the numbered boxes that comprise this collection. 

 

Box Items 

1 01-41  4x5 inches, black and white photographs, circa 1890-1905 

 42-166   5x7 inches black and white photographs, circa 1890-1905 

 167-171  8x10 inches  black and white photographs, circa 1890-1905 

 
 

 

 

 


